
Communicating Applied Maths
(Some pointers to good mathematical writing)

SIAM Review is one of the most important

journals in applied mathematics published by

the Society of Industrial and Applied Math-

ematics (SIAM) (the most important in ap-

plied mathematics).

Each issue (quarterly) contains a survey arti-

cle that provides readers with a comprehensive

and up-to-date perspective on a major topic

of broad interest to SIAM members.

The guidlelines to SIAM Review authors state

(among other things):

“... Papers must be well written, in an

expository style that facilitates under-

standing by as broad an audience as is

feasible for the topic. ...”
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Exercise 1.

Read the two summaries of a paper published

in the Survey and Review Section of SIAM

Review. In each example, the first one is the

abstract of the paper, and the second one an

introduction by the section editor.

Does one of the summaries do a better job of

enticing you to read the paper, and why? If

so, why does the other summary leave you in-

different?
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Exercise 2.

Question 1. What is the primary purpose of

writing? (Answer in one word.)

Question 2. As a writer, to whom are you pri-

marily obligated? (Answer in one or two words.)

Question 3. What does Question 2 imply, as

far as the process of writing is concerned?

(Answer in fewer than ten words.)
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Respect the WWW of writing.

• What is it that I want to say?

• Why do I want to say it?

• Who is my audience?

Keep your main message and your audience

always in mind when you are writing!
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Use correct grammar and logic.

In mathematics this can make all the difference

between a correct statement and a false one!

Be thorough and concise.

These two adjectives are not exclusive. Do

not use any term/jargon unless you have ex-

plained/defined it, but do not bore the reader

with endless definitions or excursions!

Do use dictionary and thesaurus.

Writing mathematics is still writing. Don’t

start every sentence with: “There is” or “It

follows that”! Make the text flow and keep

the reader entertained!
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Exercise 3.

• Do you like writing? If not, why?

• Which types of writing do you enjoy the
most, or the least?

• Do you see any importance in good writ-
ing (besides getting a degree or expanding
your CV)?

• Have you found a strategy that makes writ-
ing easier for you?
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Exercise 4.

Read the article

Bryan K, Leise T, “The $25,000,000,000
eigenvector: The linear algebra behind Google”,
SIAM Review 48, pp. 569–581.

Determine the who, what and why. Who is
my audience? What do I the author want to
say? Why do I want to say it? Then write a
short, informative and captivating summary of
the article, of no more than 5 sentences. Make
sure you understand the mathematical details.

Hand in your summary by next Friday, March
28th (in my pigeon hole, 4W level 4 common
room), to get my feedback.

I hope that this has helped to make you

understand why good writing is impor-

tant and that it has motivated you to

put effort into your writing!
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If you want some further pointers on good

mathematical writing, I recommend looking at

A Primer of Mathematical Writing,

by Steve Krantz, AMS, 1997,

or the more detailed

Handbook of Writing for Mathematical

Sciences, by Nick Higham, SIAM, 1998,

(available in my office).
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A Primer of Mathematical Writing
Steven G. Krantz, AMS, 1997

Will simply go through the Table of Content:
(adding my flavour to it)

CHAPTER 1: The Basics

§1.1 What Is It All About?

• what do you have to say

• help the reader understand

• don’t jump in at the deep end

§1.2 Who Is My Audience?

• keep in mind a specific person to whom you might
be writing

• Suggestion I took from the former DoS. Imagine
three ideal readers: your supervisor, your checker,
and a student of your course.

• recall the guidelines to SIAM Review authors
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§1.3 Writing And Thought

• ability to think clearly and ability to write clearly are
inextricably linked

• Thinking Writing

• i.e. writing out ideas carefully can help understand

§1.4 Say What You Mean; Mean What You Say

• formulate your sentences accurately & logically cor-
rect (especially in mathematics this can make the
difference between right or wrong)

• get your grammar right

• be as concise as possible; don’t ramble on when
you have said what you have to say
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§1.5 Proofreading, Reading for Sound & Sense

• proofread more than once; it is hard to check both
correct spelling and correct maths at the same read-
ing

• check:

– spelling & syntax

– accuracy

– organisation & logic

– sense & flow

– sound

• Use correct mathematical terms

• Use mnemonic & intuitive notation for your vari-
ables, functions, etc

§1.6 Compound Sentences, Passive Voice

• avoid compound sentences; break them up into
shorter ones; this makes the maths easier to un-
derstand

• vary “overused” words, e.g. use words like “sup-
pose”, “define” and “consider” instead of “let”
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§1.7 Technical Aspects of Writing a Paper

• write your name and date on the drafts

• think about the organisation of your paper/report

• be careful when using LATEX: your printed draft will
always look very professional & like a finished prod-
uct; this makes it hard to spot any flaws

• consider drafting your report (or parts of it) by hand
first before typing it up

§1.8 More Specifics of Mathematical Writing

• for the most part mathematical writing is like any
other writing

• make sure your sentences actually read well, even
when they contain displayed equations (including
punctuation)

• choose good notation; don’t do things like this:

A function ε defined on f = [0,1] is continuous in
g ∈ f iff

∀x > 0 ∃I > 0 ∀δ ∈ f : |g − δ| < I ⇒ |ε(g)− ε(δ)| < x .

• also, use words instead of symbols, if it doesn’t
make the sentence much longer
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§1.9 Pretension and Lack of Pretension

• choose simple words over “big” ones where possible

§1.10 We vs. I vs. One

§1.11-12 Rules of Grammar, Syntax & Usage

• Examples:

– All, Any, Each, Every

– Obviously, Clearly, Trivially !?

– Agreement of Subject and Verb !

– That or Which

– etc...
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CHAPTER 2: Topics Specific to the
Writing of Mathematics

§2.1 How to Organize a Paper

§2.2 How to State a Theorem

§2.3 How to Prove a Theorem

• break a long proof up into lemmas

• use “the claim” & emphasise key steps

• let the reader know where you have got to and what
remains at certain points of the proof
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§2.4 How to State a Definition

• as much as possible, state definitions briefly and
clearly

• don’t clutter your paper/report with definitions, but
do help the reader by introducing important new
objects clearly in separate definitions

• again, think about your notation carefully

§2.5 How to Write an Abstract

§2.6 How to Write a Bibliography

Much more on this and in more detail, especially on

English usage in

Handbook of Writing for Mathematical

Sciences, by Nick Higham, SIAM, 1998.
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Mathematical writing (Chap. 2 Higham’s book)

• Differences among Theorems, Lemmas,

Propositions, etc.

• Proofs: emphasise core parts, explain ideas

behind.

• Use examples, preferably before stating gen-

eral results.

• Display an equation when it needs to be

numbered, or when it would be hard to

read it if placed in-line, or when it merits

special attention, perhaps because it con-

tains the first occurrence of an important

variable.
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Structure of a Thesis

Introduction

• Subject of the Thesis

• Aims of the Thesis

• Main Achievements of the Thesis

• Structure of the Thesis

Each Chapter

• Preamble with short literature review

• Core Sections using Definitions, Lemmas,

Theorems, Tables, Figures

• Summary and Conclusions at the end
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